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Dear Third Form
Students
This booklet gives you information about the wide range
of subjects that you may study for the Third Form. Many of
these subjects are compulsory, but in addition you will study
other subjects of your choice. Making these choices may
not be an easy decision and it is very important that you
spend time exploring the options to gain an understanding
of what is involved in the study of each subject. If you are
finding it difficult to decide what is best to do, then do
please contact Mr Simmons (Deputy Head Academic) or
any member of the House teams and they will be happy to
discuss the options with you.

Dr Tim Greene, Head Master
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The Third Form years
The Third Form (Year 9) is a year of swift
and exciting progress in which pupils
learn to become more independent
and develop methods of work that will
carry them through their later career
in the school. It can also be seen
as a foundation year in which goals
achieved in pupils’ previous schools
are further developed and broadened
in preparation for GCSE and IGCSE
courses. A key decision taken towards
the end of the year is selecting subjects
to follow at GCSE and IGCSE in the
Fourth and Fifth Forms.

Key Stage 3 of the National Curriculum
sets out the programmes of study for
boys and girls in Years 7 to 9 (ages 11
to 14), and all departments are mindful
of its content and direction. It is a vital
time in a child’s education when pupils
are inquisitive and eager to learn, and
at Clifton we recognise the importance
of encouraging and nurturing this
natural enthusiasm.
We pride ourselves on the individual
care and attention given to pupils. A
strong and well-established system
of pastoral and tutorial care provides
an environment in which individuals
flourish.

A fantastic place to study
Clifton College’s spectacular 19th
century buildings reflect our long history
and share their architectural style with
many of Britain’s other great schools and
universities. Behind these facades we
have superb modern learning facilities,
including high-tech classrooms and our
recently refurbished science block, with
more than 10 laboratories.
The Percival Library is a beautiful
Grade II listed building that houses
more than 15,000 books, as well
as a computer suite; this and other
specialised buildings, such as the
Joseph Cooper Music School and the
Redgrave Theatre, provide inspiring
surroundings and are central to the
Clifton educational experience.

Our pupils are individuals with their
own abilities, talents and levels of
confidence, but whatever their starting
point we ask them to aspire to the very
highest standards they can achieve.
Our Learning Support and English as
an Additional Language teams provide
additional tuition and support as
needed, while those pupils who excel
at a subject have accelerated learning
opportunities.
The dedication of our pupils, combined
with the quality of our teaching, has
proved a potent recipe for academic
success. In 2018, more than a third
(36%) of GCSE grades were A*s, 8s or
9s while, on average, 98% of the pupil
body goes on to higher education with
79% attending Russell Group and 1994
Group universities.
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An all-round education
Clifton provides a secure, attractive
and challenging environment for young
people to become well-rounded and
capable individuals. The extensive
offering of sports, activities and events
that take place outside of the classroom
is more than ‘add-on extras’. They form
part of the well-rounded education that
is the ‘Clifton lifestyle’.
Throughout the Third Form, pupils’
days are busy, active and fulfilling
and they learn valuable skills and
discover new enthusiasms and talents.
Alongside their lessons, they take part
in compulsory sports and outdoor
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sessions, as well as the Terriers
programme where pupils engage in
a diverse range of activities.
Our programmes, such as sport,
music and drama cater for pupils of
all abilities, giving them opportunities
to take up new interests, hone their
skills and compete or perform. Recent
alumni have left to pursue careers as
professional musicians, actors and
sportspeople, and beneath this ‘elite’
level, we also have hundreds of pupils
enjoying what, for many, will become
lifelong passions.

As in any organisation or community,
we welcome a vast range of
personalities, as well as girls and boys
of different nationalities and religious
faiths. Clifton pupils learn how to value
and respect ‘difference’, how to find
the common ground that invariably
outweighs it, and how to live and work
successfully with others in the many
roles and environments that form part
of school life.

Home is where
the House is
Outside of lessons and school activities,
much of life revolves around our unique
House system. These Houses are
exclusively for girls or boys and are
a home from home for both our day
pupils and boarders. Whilst all lessons
and many school activities are coeducational, we believe that a single-sex
House system provides the ‘best of both
worlds’ for our pupils.
Pupils remain with their House
throughout their time at the school.
Essentially the House becomes their
‘family’ and provides a ready social hub
of brothers or sisters. Although there
are plenty of inter-house friendships,
these sit alongside the keen inter-house
rivalries in fields such as sport, debating,
drama, art, music and dance.
The House system also forms the bedrock
for pupil welfare. The Housemasters/
mistresses are all experienced Clifton
teachers. They lead each House and,
together with Assistant Housemasters/
mistresses, House Tutors, Senior Tutors,
and their wider support network, are
responsible for the all-round wellbeing of
the pupils in their care.
Sundays are generally ‘rest days’. Other
than homework, pupils can relax although this can mean many things.
The school’s gym and sports facilities
remain open over the weekend.
Clifton itself is Bristol’s most desirable
suburb, set between the hustle and
bustle of the city’s shopping areas and
the wide-open spaces of the Downs. The
school buildings surround the worldfamous Bristol Zoo - and the sounds of
the animals are part of the patchwork of
everyday Clifton life.
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The curriculum
The Core Curriculum

Options (X,Y)

English

Religious Studies

Chinese (Mandarin)

Mathematics

Art

French

Biology

Design and Technology/
Ancient Greek

German

Chemistry
Physics
Geography
History

Drama
ICT
Physical Education
PSHE

Spanish
Latin
EAL
Learning Support

In the Third Form all pupils follow the core curriculum. They also choose two Options, X
and Y (see page 9), from the list above, and a third Option Z as described on page 61.
The X and Y option subjects are primarily made up of Modern Foreign Languages as
we believe that an all-round academic education should include a language option.
Those who have already been learning one or more Modern Languages or Latin at their
previous school should normally continue with these subjects at this stage. Pupils who
have a more limited experience of studying languages are still catered for, as beginners
can normally be accommodated for in French, Spanish, German and Latin.
Learning Support and English as an Additional Language (EAL) are available to those
who have a need for them.

Additional Languages
Where possible, the College will help to provide extra tuition in academic subjects.
In some cases pupils can be prepared for examinations in other languages, such as
Russian, Hebrew, Japanese or Polish. The cost of all such lessons is to be found on the
fee sheet, with reduced rates for pairs or groups.
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Option Blocks X and Y
Languages
Clifton offers flexibility in a pupil’s choice of languages, both
ancient and modern.
The Modern Foreign Languages that we offer are French,
German, Spanish and Mandarin, and pupils may choose
a maximum of two of these. Mandarin is not available to
beginners.
Pupils who would like to study Ancient Greek or Latin in
addition to two Modern Languages may do so in Option Block
Z as explained on page 61. Latin is also available in Option
Block X or Y to complement any of the Modern Languages;
we cater both for those who have studied Latin before and for
enthusiastic linguists who want to start studying Latin for the
first time.
For some, the choice of EAL (English as an Additional
Language) or Learning Support may be more appropriate,
though Learning Support is not available for those without
identified learning needs.
Please read carefully through the descriptions of the
individual subjects before making your subject selection.
The table below gives an overview of the Option Blocks. Pupils
should choose one option from each column, subject to all
the guidance above.

Option Blocks
X

Y

French

German

German

Spanish

Latin

Mandarin

EAL

Latin

Learning Support

EAL
Learning Support

Mandarin

For Option Block Z see page 61.

A summary of the
Clifton College academic
curriculum
Pupils and parents may find it helpful to consult the summary
of the academic curriculum for Clifton College on page 10. We
keep the curriculum under constant review in order to take
into account changes in society and national developments in
education.
In the Third Form, we aim to provide a programme of continuity
from previous work done that will give a broad foundation
from which GCSE* choices may be made, and, in a number of
subjects, begin the actual GCSE course content.
In the Fourth and Fifth Forms, the GCSE years, most pupils will
have the opportunity to take up to 10 GCSE examinations. GCSE
choices are made during the Lent Term of the Third Form.
At this time, pupils will need to focus on issues such as their
strengths and weaknesses in particular subjects, personal
preferences, and the implications of future career aspirations.
The GCSE curriculum is created based upon pupil choice,
allowing as broad a range of options as possible.
In the Sixth Form we aim to provide a wide range of AS and
A Level subjects, commensurate with assuring the very best
quality of teaching and resources for learning. In addition to
the subject choices from our four main Option Blocks, Sixth
Formers may also make choices from Sector E, which provide
further opportunity for breadth of study, both in examined and
non-examined subjects.
*Throughout this booklet, ‘GCSE’ is used to refer to both GCSE
and IGCSE unless referring to a specific GCSE or IGCSE course.
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Clifton College academic curriculum
Fourth & Fifth Form
The Core Curriculum includes:
English (both Literature and Language)

Physics

Mathematics

A Modern Language (to be chosen as one of the options below)

Biology

PSHE

Chemistry

Four options are chosen from the following subjects.
At least one of these must be a Modern Language.
Ancient Greek

French

Art

Geography

Business Studies

German

Chinese (Mandarin)

History

Classical Civilisation

Latin

Computer Science

Learning Support

Dance

Music

Design & Technology

Physical Education

Drama

Religious Studies

Economics

Sculpture

EAL

Spanish

Sixth Form
Pupils normally choose four subject choices from the following options:
Ancient Greek
Art
Biology
Business (BTEC)
Chemistry
Classical Civilisation
Computer Science

Information Technology
(BTEC)

Music

Economics

Philosophy

English Language
English Literature
French
Further Mathematics

Dance

Geography

Design and Technology
(Fashion & Textiles)

German
History

Design & Technology
(Product Design)

History of Art

Drama and Theatre

Mathematics

Latin

Music Technology
Photography
Physical Education
Physics
Politics
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sculpture/Ceramics
Spanish
Sport (BTEC)
Theatre Studies

In addition to the four main subjects studied at AS, pupils may select one or two additional choices from the list of supplementary
subjects in Sector E, from choices such as LAMDA, Medical School Preparation and AS/GCSE languages like Russian and Italian.
Please note: this information is provided as a guide and may be subject to change.
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Setting and assessment
Appropriate setting is a key part of the
educational development of pupils,
and is a function to which we give
considerable attention, taking account
of standardised testing, exams taken
on entry and performance once in the
school. English (with Religious Studies),
Mathematics, Science and Modern
Languages are all separately streamed
by ability. Pupils study the rest of the
core subjects in their ‘Block G’ group,
which is streamed more broadly.

One set in Block G will study Ancient
Greek instead of Design and Technology.
It is therefore entirely possible for a
pupil to be in set 1 for English, set 2 for
Mathematics and set 3 for Science, as
appropriate. Set sizes are smaller for
lower ability sets.

examinations are reported to parents
via the Parent Portal, and setting is
reviewed periodically and certainly by
the end of the Michaelmas Term. We try
to avoid set changes too early to allow a
settling-in period for pupils.

There are school examinations at
the end of the Michaelmas and
Summer Terms. The results of these

Weekly routine and prep
timetable
Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons contain
timetabled lessons, whereas Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays are half days, with sport and activities in the
afternoon. Pupils in Block II have three preps per weekday
evening, each of about 30 minutes. The weekend is for
consolidation and catching up, ready for a fresh start on
Monday morning.

The tutorial system
All pupils belong to a House-based tutor group. A tutor
(usually the Assistant Housemaster/mistress for Third
Formers) is a member of staff attached to the House who has
timetabled meetings with his or her tutees. Tutor groups vary
in size, but the average is about 10 pupils. Tutors work closely
with the Housemaster or Housemistress monitoring the
academic and social progress of the members of their tutor
group and play an important role in ensuring that school life
runs smoothly for the tutees in their care.
Tutors co-ordinate the administration of the monitoring,
reporting and recording of progress of pupils through effort
grades, praise points, test results and internal reports. They
are also kept informed of any disciplinary or work problems
by the Housemaster or Housemistress. Praise points can
be awarded in any area of School life, and build up to earn
postcards home and tokens to be spent in the School Shop
or cafes. Tutors also play an important role in helping the
members of their tutor group with decisions about subject
choices when it comes to making GCSE option choices at the
end of the Lent Term.
Each year group at Clifton has a Senior Tutor, who designs
the tutorial programme and has oversight of the academic
and pastoral progress of each tutor group.
Parents are encouraged to liaise with tutors at parents’
meetings and at any other time that they have concerns.
Housemasters/mistresses and tutors are always happy to
discuss the progress and the welfare of individual pupils.
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Information and Communication Technology
The Head of Academic ICT works with
Heads of Department to identify and
meet the needs of pupils and subjects,
and to see that pupils’ understanding of
ICT and its potential is developed fully.
We have made a substantial
investment in touchscreens,
projectors, interactive whiteboards
and tablets, applying the technology
appropriate for individual subjects.
Effective use of ICT in our teaching is
a priority, as is the provision of digital
resources via our extensive Collegewide computer network and Google
Apps for Education.

The imaginative use of ICT enhances
motivation and creativity and
improves the quality of work. It also
promotes independent learning and
helps to extend the mind beyond the
examination syllabuses.
The school has two central ICT
suites, one of which forms part of the
refurbished Percival Library. In addition,
there are several smaller departmental
suites and networked facilities which
extend across the College. Access to the
Internet and email accounts is available
to all pupils.

Dr Darron Dean
Head of Academic ICT
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PSHE (Personal, Social and
Health Education)
All pupils in the Third Form take PSHE as an additional
non-assessed subject. Pupils learn how to maintain their
physical and mental well-being, how to form and maintain
healthy relationships and how to become tolerant and
politically engaged members of society. This subject offers
an opportunity to learn about themselves and the wider
world in an environment that favours group discussion and
encourages personal curiosity.
The PSHE department operates a spiral curriculum
comprising six main topic areas: diversity, society,
relationships, sex, health and drugs. All year groups cover all
of these topic areas, but the specific content becomes more
mature as they progress through the school. For example,
in the first half of the Michaelmas Term, all year groups will
study the diversity topic area. In the Third Form they will study
identity, including neurodiversity and LGBTQ+ identities. In
the Fourth Form they will explore prejudice, including racism,
sexism, disability discrimination and religious intolerance. In
the Fifth Form pupils will learn about representation of various
identities in the media, in government and in different careers.

Careers
Third Form careers education is included in tutor group
sessions. During the Lent Term in particular, pupils are
encouraged to explore different types of careers and to
begin to understand pathways to possible future jobs. These
discussions are closely linked to GCSE option choices, which
are made during the Lent Term. Ms Davies (Head of Sixth
Form) and Mrs Kenyon [Head of Careers] are available to
pupils throughout the year. Pupils also have access to a wellstocked careers library and plentiful web-based resources.

Libraries
The Percival Library
The Percival Library is a beautiful Grade
II listed building. It was originally built
between 1870 and 1874 as a library and
natural history museum at the expense
of John Percival, the first Head Master
to serve the Upper School at Clifton
College.
The main library houses more than
15,000 books, including many texts
authored by Old Cliftonians. The core
book collection is complemented by
a variety of periodicals in English and
Modern Languages, daily newspapers,
DVDs, a graphic novel and Manga
collection, an eBook library (Overdrive)
and a variety of online database
subscriptions, including JSTOR. Users
can search the library stock via Reading
Cloud, the library catalogue system, and
access online resources from anywhere
on the College network, as well as from
home via the College website.
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In 2002, the library underwent a
major refurbishment, resulting in a
sympathetic reorganisation of the space
and an expansion to include a new
computer suite; the entire complex is
also equipped with wifi.
The library is staffed by three
professional librarians. In addition
to library services, they also provide
teaching and learning support and
offer training in research skills and
Information Literacy. The team aims
to inspire a love of learning and joy in
reading and, to this end, the librarians
organise group activities and host a
variety of events, reading challenges
and author visits throughout the year.

Departmental Collections
The largest of the departmental
collections, the Stone Library, serves
the Science School. This remarkable
resource houses modern science

Lauren Walker
Percival Librarian

texts and journals as well as an
excellent collection of rare books and
manuscripts. Other departments have
their own collections of books and
additional resources.

THIRD FORM CURRICULUM BOOK
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Co-cu iculum
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The co-curriculum
The co-curriculum is the term that
we use to describe the wide variety
of activities that are very much part
of the ‘Clifton Experience’ and which
complement and enhance the learning
that goes on in our classrooms. Music,
Art and Drama play a large part in the
life of the school, as do sport, outdoor
pursuits and, for Third Form pupils,
the Terriers programme. All of these
activities are more than just add-on
‘extras’; rather, they form a central

part of the well-rounded education we
offer to pupils. There are opportunities
to develop leadership skills, to take on
responsibility and to broaden interests.
Participation is compulsory in some
areas of the co-curriculum and we
strongly encourage pupils to take part
in the wider, optional activities as well.
Our city location allows us to draw on
links with the universities, businesses

and cultural centres of Bristol, further
enriching the overall educational
experience at Clifton.
Below is a list of the co-curricular
activities that are available to pupils
in the Third Form. The list is not
exhaustive or definitive, and it varies
from year to year to reflect the interests
and strengths of participating members
of staff, as well as the interests of
pupils themselves.

Core

Games and Sports

Activities

Music

Societies

Terriers

Aerobics

Art

Brass Group

Astronomy

Archery

Board Games

Cello Group

Business & Economics

Athletics

Book Group

Chamber Choir

Christian Forum

Badminton

CD/Album Listening

Chamber Music

Creative Writing

Basketball

Ceramics

Chamber Orchestra

Debating & Public Speaking

Climbing

Chess

Chapel Choir

Geography

Cricket

Climbing

Clarinet Group

History

Cross Country

Codebreaking

DJ Course

History of Art

Dance

Cookery

Flute Group

Junior Psychology

Fencing

Creative Writing

Individual Music Lessons

Modern Languages

Football

Cricket Academy

Jazz Group

Philosophy & Law

Girls Cricket

Dance

Junior Soul Band

Science Club

Golf

Drama

Orchestra

Pupil Alpha

Hockey

DT Club

Rock Groups

STEM

Mountain Biking

Girls Rugby

Saxophone Group

Film

Netball

U16 Gym Training

String Orchestra

Classics

Rackets

Jewellery Making

Wind Ensemble

Real Tennis

Junior Debating

Rowing

Kettlercise

Rugby

LAMDA

Running for Fitness

Maths Club

Sailing

Model United Nations

Shooting

Mountain Biking

Spin

Photography

Squash

Quiz Society

Swimming

Radio Control Club

Tennis

Rugby 7s

Water Polo

Science Club
Slow Motion Film Club
Swimming Club
Textiles
Yoga
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Core activities
All Third Form pupils participate in the Terriers programme
(see opposite). This introduces pupils to many sports,
activities and interests that may be new to them.
In addition, we expect them to pursue at least one activity per
week throughout their Third, Fourth and Fifth Form years that
is not related to their academic programme or games option.
This provides opportunities to engage in creative and physical
activities over and above the requirements of the normal
academic and games curriculum.
Pupils must also choose at least one sport option per term,
and we particularly encourage participation in a team sport.
Third Formers may join one or more of the thriving societies
that take place at different times throughout the week. The
number and choice of clubs and societies available to them
will grow as they move up through the school. Music is an
important element of the co-curricular programme; there
are many different music groups that cater for different skill
levels and musical preferences. Pupils may also participate in
drama productions, both House and school-based, as well as
House competitions.

Third Form away days
Towards the end of the Summer Term, as part of the activity
programme, the Third Form attend activity away days. Over
three days and two nights, pupils take part in activities such
as caving, climbing, archery, sea kayaking, raft building and
high ropes.
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Terriers
Terriers is the core element of the co-curricular programme
for this age group. Skills learned in the Third Form are built
upon in subsequent years, as pupils move up through the
school. Pupils engage in a diverse range of activities that
might typically include glass blowing, drama, real tennis,
mountain biking, orienteering, electronics, croquet, clay
modelling, rowing, shooting, visits to museums and galleries,
discovering the history of Clifton College, visiting eco projects,
sign language, sewing, etiquette and basic ukelele playing.

In the Summer Term the pupils enjoy a formal black
tie dinner with a guest speaker followed by a disco. A
professional photographer is present to capture the moment.
Terriers offers Clifton pupils new experiences, as well as
opportunities to develop valuable life skills for the future and
to build a sense of identity within their year group.

THIRD FORM CURRICULUM BOOK
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Sport
Major competitive sports for pupils in the Third Form are:

Michaelmas Term – Rugby (boys) and Hockey (girls)
Lent Term – Hockey and Football (boys) and Netball (girls)
Summer Term – Cricket (boys) and Tennis and Cricket (girls)
If pupils display potential in a core sport they will play that
sport until the Sixth Form. Where pupils are not required for a
core sport in any term, Clifton offers the following alternatives
in inter-school fixtures: rowing, athletics, swimming, fencing,
rackets, badminton, shooting, cross-country and sailing. We
aim for as many pupils as possible to experience inter-school
competition.
Clifton has developed training and monitoring programmes with
which to develop particularly talented girls and boys to their full
potential. The school seeks to attract the best by offering the
best – in coaching, prestigious fixtures, medical support and
links to professional clubs that will open pathways to success.

19
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Dance and Drama
There is a wealth of opportunity for Dance and Drama at
Clifton and it is on offer to everyone at all ages.
There is LAMDA for Speaking in Public, Verse and Prose
and Acting which improves public speaking and confidence.
Those with Grade 8 in this already can choose to study for the
PCert LAM which is an 18-month course towards a diploma
style qualification.

In Dance, there is a wide variety of dance on offer such
as lyrical and modern dance, musical theatre and tap.
Additionally, students will have the option to choreograph
their own work which supports the GCSE course.
There are performance opportunities in both Dance and
Drama through the school play, the House Play Festival,
the musical theatre production, the Inter House Dance
Competition, Bristol Stages, the Shakespeare for Schools
Festival, the Summer Festival of Arts and the junior play.

THIRD FORM CURRICULUM BOOK
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Music
There is a multitude of co-curricular musical activities
available to pupils. For the enthusiastic singer there is the
Chapel Choir, which is open to all pupils in the school. For
real choral enthusiasts, there is the Chamber Choir and
other, smaller close harmony groups which perform to a very
high standard. We also encourage singers who like the idea
of being on stage to audition for the musical.
For instrumentalists there are ensembles that cater for all
interests: senior orchestra, string orchestra, wind band,
brass group, swing band and chamber groups. Entry to each
ensemble is at the discretion of the conductor of the group,

21
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but there are performing opportunities for musicians at all
levels. There are also specialist, smaller chamber music
groups such as string quartets and wind quintets, and we
will help pupils who wish to play in such a group to find other
players of an equal standard with whom to rehearse and
perform. As well as high-profile performing opportunities
for the regular ensembles, there are many informal concerts
throughout the school year. Musicians with a ‘popular’
interest can join one of the many House or school bands
and will find opportunities to perform within the school, for
example on the popular ‘Battle of the Bands’ night.

Societies
There are many active societies at Clifton. These cover
interests as varied as Astronomy, Christian Forum, History of
Art, Model United Nations, Creative Writing and LAMDA.
A number of academic departments run societies,
which include Business & Economics, Classics, English
Literature, Geography, History, History of Art, Modern
Languages, Philosophy & Law, Psychology and Science.
There are also a large number of different musical groups
and several thriving discussion groups.

The different societies and groups meet at least two or
three times a term and often on a weekly basis. Whilst a
member of staff oversees each society, pupils are central to
their success, organising meetings and frequently leading
the discussions that take place. Participation in the many
societies available is optional and most are open to all
year groups.

THIRD FORM CURRICULUM BOOK
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Science
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Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Science
Biology, Chemistry and Physics are taught as separate subjects to all pupils and are given equal priority. In the
Third Form, pupils prepare for their Fourth and Fifth Form GCSE studies.
These will lead either to separate Biology, Chemistry and Physics GCSEs, or to two GCSEs in Combined Science.
This decision is not made until the end of the first term of the Fourth Form year.

Biology
Biology is a fascinating subject that
looks at living organisms and life
processes at all levels, from the
molecular, through cells and individual
organisms, to populations and whole
communities of animals and plants.
There is something to excite everybody
and it gives us a valuable insight into
ourselves.
Importantly, studying Biology leads to a
wealth of careers and is at the forefront
of many modern developments.
Manipulation of genetic systems in
both animals and plants, to increase
food supplies or produce medicines,
for example, has enormous potential
to revolutionise our lives. It will also
require Biologists to further develop
technology and devise safe applications.

Course content
In the Third Form pupils begin to
develop an essential knowledge and
understanding of biological concepts
and scientific methods. We follow the
AQA GCSE course syllabus, which pupils
will pursue in the Fourth and Fifth
Forms.

Facilities and staff
The Biology Department has six
teachers based within a refurbished
Science centre. This is equipped with
five modern laboratories, an ICT suite
and a lecture theatre.
We have an impressive collection of
zoological specimens and live animals,
as well as a newly developed pond
and wildlife garden outside. The Stone
Library, a dedicated science library, has
a superb collection of books, periodicals
and online journals.

Additional features

Dr Malcolm Grohmann
Head of Biology

A Biology teacher holds drop-in
sessions in the department every
Tuesday afternoon from 4.30-6pm
for anyone wishing to have some
extra help or tuition. Pupils are also
encouraged to take part in the Biology
Challenge run by the Royal Society of
Biology. This rewards pupils who have a
natural curiosity for the natural world.

Topics covered in this preparation year
will include cell biology, exchange of
substances, communicable disease,
smoking, alcohol, cancer, in addition
to photosynthesis and respiration.
There is also a strong practical focus,
concentrating on fields such as
laboratory work and data analysis.
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Chemistry
Chemistry is known as the ‘central
science’ and brings together logical,
mathematical thought alongside
more conceptual ideas. It links the
macroscopic world around us to the
sub-microscopic structure of the atom.
Exploring the subject helps us to
explain the more tangible causes and
effects of everything from biological
systems to smart alloys. It also lays the
foundations for a vast array of scientific
(and other) careers and encourages
the development of many transferable
skills, such as critical thinking and
practical methods.

Course content
The Chemistry Department bases its
teaching on the AQA GCSE course
syllabus which is designed for pupils of
all abilities and aspirations.

It covers topics such as atomic
structure, chemical changes, energy
changes, rate of reaction, organic
chemistry and chemical analysis.
There is also a strong practical
element, including demonstrations
and supervised assignments using the
equipment in our modern laboratories.

Facilities and staff
The Chemistry Department has
experienced and enthusiastic subject
specialists who are passionate about
chemistry and teach at all levels within
the school. We teach in a recently
refurbished Science block that has
five modern laboratories and superb
technical support.
Pupils also use the Science ICT facilities
and there is a well-equipped lecture
theatre, as well as the Stone Library: a
dedicated science library with a superb
collection of books, periodicals and
online journals.

Oliver Dunning
Head of Chemistry and Science

Additional features
Every Tuesday afternoon a member of
the Chemistry team holds a drop-in
session in the department, where pupils
can ask questions and get additional
help with their work.

Physics
Physics sits at the very centre of the
universe, explaining everything from the
structure of the atom to the Big Bang.
As you study the subject you will get an
insight into how the world works, why
things happen the way they do, and how
Physics is all around you all the time.
It also helps to develop logical thinking
and a problem-solving mentality.

Course content
As with all three of the sciences, we
work towards the AQA GCSE course
which is designed for pupils of all
abilities and aspirations.
The topics we study include energy,
waves, radioactivity, forces and motion,
electricity, and magnetism. The
ideas we study are all backed up with
experimental work, both to reinforce
what is being learnt and to develop
investigative thinking.
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Facilities and staff
Five experienced, enthusiastic subject
specialists teach Physics at all levels
within the school. We are based within
a newly refurbished Science block that
has five modern, professionally run
laboratories, excellent Science ICT
facilities and a lecture theatre. The
Stone Library, a dedicated science
library, has a superb collection of books,
periodicals and online journals.

Additional features
Clinics are held each Tuesday afternoon
by a member of the department for
anyone wishing to have some extra help
or tuition.
In Years 10, 11 and Sixth Form, students at
the top of their sets have the opportunity
to partake in the British Physics
Olympiad, an annual competition in which
challenging problems must be solved.

Rebecca Ayling
Head of Physics

The Science School
The Science School has been completely refurbished to
provide modern state-of-the-art laboratories on all three
floors, whilst retaining the historic charm and tradition of
what was one of the first purpose-built science buildings at a
major public school.
The Stone Library is situated on the ground floor and contains
more than 5,000 scientific books. Volumes date from the 16th
century to the present day, including subscriptions to all of
the main scientific periodicals and a first edition of Principia

Mathematica by Isaac Newton (1687). The collection also
features books recommended on reading lists for university
applications.
The Kendrew Room is a well-equipped small lecture theatre
located on the top floor of the Science School. It is regularly
used by classes in all three sciences and for meetings of the
Scientific Society.
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Mathematics

Mathematics
Most universities and employers
require a grade 4 in Mathematics at
GCSE, with many asking for a grade
5, and some even higher. As a ‘core’
subject, studying Mathematics is
mandatory, but for some pupils it is
important to look beyond the common
question of ‘When will we ever use
this?’ towards the analytical, research
and problem-solving skills they
will gain while learning new topics,
however abstract they may appear.

Course content
During Third Form, pupils explore
some of the subject’s key concepts and
make a start on the IGCSE specification,
in advance of their Fourth and Fifth
Form work.
We make sure that each pupil is taught
at an appropriate ability level. Teachers
regularly monitor progress through
tasks and tests which include the Third
Form Progress Test in October and
internal school examinations each
December and June. There are also the
Key Stage 3 tests in May.
Pupils can change sets at any time to
match their ability, depending on their
results.
For gifted mathematicians, there is a
specialist ‘Set 0’. Members are taken
out of their regular lessons for one
period per week for more advanced
studies and take part in the UKMT
Junior Mentoring Scheme throughout
the Third Form. Mentoring continues
in subsequent years to ‘Olympiad’ level
and beyond.

Facilities and staff
There are currently 13 teachers in the
Mathematics Department. As well as
contributing a wealth of experience,
knowledge and interests, they share
a passion for innovative teaching,
subject development and helping every
pupil achieve his or her full potential.
The team includes two Deputy
Heads, as well as a Housemaster,
a Housemistress, an Assistant
Housemaster and an Assistant
Housemistress.
The recently refurbished department
offers pupils a fantastic environment
within which to study. Every classroom
is equipped with a Smartboard and
projector, whiteboards, and spaces that
support co-operative learning. We use
ICT in class alongside more traditional
teaching methods.

Christa Clark
Head of Mathematics

Additional features

Many pupils qualify for the prestigious
follow-on rounds (the Intermediate
Mathematical Olympiad or the
Intermediate Kangaroo). We have also
become accustomed to finding success
in the UKMT Team Mathematics
Challenge, where we join forces with
the Preparatory School to put forward
our best mathematicians in a national
competition.

Our top two or three Third Form
sets enter the UKMT Intermediate
Mathematics Challenge in the Lent
Term.

Pupils are also involved in the broader
Mathematics life of the school,
through various clubs, societies and
special events.

We are also proud of the Bradley
Room. This contains a well-stocked
Mathematics library and a conference
table for seminars and meetings.

Dedicated Learning Support is available
for pupils who need extra help with
their Mathematics. This is provided by a
Mathematics specialist, who will work
closely with the class teacher to create
an individual programme. Pupils of all
ages and abilities are welcome to attend
weekly ‘Maths Clinics’, where they can
get help with their specific questions.
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English & MFL

Modern Foreign Languages

Owen Lewis
Head of MFL
There is excellent new technology
provision in each Modern Foreign
Languages classroom and a new
language laboratory where pupils
can complete independent research
and practise speaking and listening
tasks. The department also has a set
of iPods so that pupils can do listening
exercises independently in lessons.
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English

French

German

Spanish

Mandarin EAL

English
English is the foundation of all other
subjects and we expect pupils to study
the subject throughout the Third, Fourth
and Fifth Form years. The Third Form
year provides the essential foundation
for study at IGCSE.
Pupils in the Third Form study both
English Language and Literature. This
develops key skills such as the analysis
of language and meaning, expressing
oneself clearly in writing and using
grammar and punctuation effectively, all
of which will equip them well for their
future studies and career.

Course content
Teachers select texts for study based
on their own areas of expertise and
interest, as well as the ability and
interests of the class. These selections
will cover a range of fiction and nonfiction, prose, drama and poetry,
including at least one Shakespeare text,
one other pre-1900 text and two texts
from the 20th century.
There are two formal examinations
during the Michaelmas and Summer
Terms, as well as whole year tests to
ensure that pupils are in the appropriate
set. Teachers also set individual targets
for pupils, to help them work towards
their full potential.

Facilities and staff
The department has 10 full and parttime teachers, housed in the new
English and Modern Foreign Languages
building at 4/5 Worcester Road.
Our teaching spaces and resources
encourage lively, interactive lessons and
we have a close working relationship
with the school’s enthusiastic librarians.
The library plays a vital role in the life
of a pupil studying English at Clifton.
Our librarians encourage pupils to
develop their enjoyment of reading, as
well as their library research skills.
They are always happy to discuss
literature or suggest a good book, and
they run a popular Third Form Reading
Competition.

Iwan Thomas
Head of English

Additional features
The department and school run
many societies, clubs and activities
that encourage expression, whether
through creative writing, drama,
discussion or debate. There are also
author visits, special events and
competitions, including the Public
Reading Competition, to inspire pupils
throughout the year.

The school has a team of experienced
EAL (English as an Additional
Language) teachers, who run sets for
pupils for whom English is not their first
language. The team provides excellent
tuition in both general and academic
English, enabling pupils to progress in
all their subjects and work towards First
or Additional English Language IGCSE
exams.
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French
Whether for a future career, for holidays
or just for the pleasure of it, French is a
useful, enjoyable and accessible subject
for all pupils at Clifton.

Course content
Our aim is for pupils to become
confident French speakers and to
develop an appreciation and enjoyment
of the language and culture.
We have Third Form sets for pupils of
all abilities, from absolute beginners
to those who have studied French for
several years. Lessons are based on the
five topic areas covered by the Edexcel
International GCSE syllabus, which
pupils will study formally in the Fourth
and Fifth Forms.
Study focuses on how the language
works, grammar and vocabulary,
listening and reading exercises,
extended writing, translation and
conversation practice. Pupils enjoy
the variety, as well as the opportunity
to study real French films, songs and
festivals.

Facilities and staff
The department has seven teachers,
supported by an assistant whose first
language is French, and is based in the
new Modern Languages building.
We have the latest classroom
technology, as well as a brand new
language laboratory, where pupils
can carry out independent research
activities and practise speaking and
listening. There is a café on the ground
floor where pupils can spend break
times and get together for our film
nights and other co-curricular events.

Additional features
Over the Third Form year we organise
events such as film nights, French
breakfasts, inter-class speaking
activities and boules competitions.
We also aim to give every pupil the
opportunity to visit a French speaking
country at least once before their IGCSE
exam.

Third Form French begins the journey to
a formal IGCSE qualification. There are
three exams, which pupils sit at the end
of the Fifth Form year.
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Caroline Bloor
Head of French

German
German is an ideal partner to the
Romance languages French and
Spanish, as well as to the Classical
languages. It combines logic, passion
and the rich cultural traditions and
strong literary heritage of Germany,
Austria and Switzerland.
Studying German provides a fascinating
insight into the cultures of the German
speaking world and helps develop
pupils’ creativity. Pupils develop practical
German language skills to cope with
daily life, through fun scenarios and the
use of IT.

Course content
Third Form German lessons are aligned
with the Edexcel IGCSE syllabus and its
five main topic areas. Pupils practise
listening and reading skills, extended
writing, and conversation. Language
lessons are lively, build Germanspeaking confidence and support
pupils in laying the vital foundations of
vocabulary and grammar.
We supplement the current textbooks
with authentic material from other
sources, including the Internet,
magazines, literature and historical
sources. Film also has its place in

German teaching. Pupils also have plenty
of opportunity to meet first language
German speakers, as we welcome many
to Clifton each year.
German studies progress throughout
the Third, Fourth and Fifth Forms and
culminate in formal IGCSE examinations
at the end of the Fifth Form.

Facilities and staff
The department has three teachers,
assisted by a first language German
speaker, and is based in the new, stateof-the-art Modern Languages building
on the edge of the Close.
Our classrooms each contain touch
screen computers with sound bars
and we have a brand new language
laboratory equipped with the latest
language software. Here pupils can
complete independent research and
practise speaking and listening.
There is a café on the ground floor
where pupils can meet at break times
and which provides the space for the
various German-related events we hold
throughout the year.

Jennifer Swallow
Head of German

Additional features
Over the Third Form year we organise
a German Quiz to complete in Bristol
Zoo, an Austrian Christmas biscuit
baking event, a film night, a German
breakfast, inter-class speaking activities,
a Fasching/Carnival night which pupils
are encouraged to participate in and a
Christmas card exchange with a school
in Germany. There is also a biennial trip
to Berlin.
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Michelle Harris
Head of Spanish

Spanish
As one of the world’s most widely
spoken languages, Spanish is an
excellent choice for pupils at this
level. It is a very enjoyable, expressive
language to speak and it offers the key
to a fascinating world of culture, history,
literature and art.

Course content
In the Third Form there are sets for
beginners and sets for pupils who have
studied Spanish before. Lessons provide
an introduction to the five topics set
by the Edexcel IGCSE syllabus, which
pupils will study in the Fourth and Fifth
Years to gain their formal Spanish
language qualification.
Language lessons are lively and are
designed to build confidence. Pupils
practise listening and reading skills,
conversation and extended writing,
whilst building the vital foundations of
vocabulary and grammar.
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The material studied builds steadily over
the course of three years, with pupils
sitting the IGCSE examinations at the
end of the Fifth Form year.

Facilities and staff
The department has five full-time
teachers supported by a teaching
assistant whose first language is
Spanish. We are based in the new
Modern Languages building, with its
excellent classroom technology and a
language laboratory that features the
latest language software.
We have a café in the building where
pupils can relax at break times and
meet for co-curricular Spanish and
Modern Languages events.
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Additional features
We have a Spanish club, inter-class
activities and film evenings to help
pupils develop their appreciation and
enjoyment of all things Spanish.

Chinese (Mandarin)
Mandarin Chinese has become one of
the most important languages in the
world, but despite the growth in SinoBritish relations, few British schools
offer Mandarin GCSE as a mainstream
curriculum subject. Fortunately, pupils
at Clifton do have the opportunity to
learn this fascinating language.

Course content
There are two sets in the Third Form
for pupils wishing to study Mandarin
Chinese. One is for first language
Mandarin Chinese speakers, the other
for those with some previous knowledge
of Chinese.

Over the course of their studies pupils
typically gain a vocabulary of 800-900
Chinese characters.

Pupils from a Chinese
background
Pupils from a Chinese background can
study the GCSE course full or part-time
according to their needs. Some will then
take the exam early and work towards
the A Level exam. Cantonese pupils
must use Modern Standard Chinese,
Putonghua, in speaking and listening
exams in either Mandarin or Cantonese.

Facilities and staff

Third Form lessons align with the
Edexcel GCSE syllabus, which pupils
will study until their GCSE examinations
at the end of the Fifth Form year. They
practise speaking, listening, reading
and writing, as well as translation, in
relation to the following five themes:

There are two teachers in the
department, one of whom is a native
speaker from Taiwan. There is great
continuity of teaching, as both members
of staff teach from Years 7 to 13, and
at a range of levels, from complete
beginner to native speaker.

Identity and culture
Local area, holiday and travel
School
Future aspirations, study and work
International and global dimension

Mandarin teaching is based in the
fantastic new Modern Languages
building, where pupils can make full use
of the language lab facilities and café.

Emma Cordwell
Head of Mandarin

Additional features
An appreciation of the culture and
traditions of Chinese speaking countries
is encouraged. Pupils studying
Mandarin celebrate the biggest Chinese
festivals with their Chinese peers and
we organise various activities such as
cooking and Chinese painting, visits to
local museums, guest speaker events
and educational trips to China.
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EAL (English as an Additional
Language)
The EAL option provides additional
English lessons and support for pupils
for whom English is not their first
language.
The course guides pupils towards using
the correct grammatical structures and
gaining greater fluency of expression,
both orally and in written work.
Pupils are advised on entry into
the school, or on transfer from the
Preparatory School, whether they
should take EAL as an option.
The majority of pupils for whom English
is not their first language will be
required to attend EAL lessons in either
Option Block X or Y.
Additionally, most pupils for whom
English is not their first language will be
placed in an EAL set for English, since
the smaller class sizes enable us to give
more tailored support. The EAL option
course will supplement these studies.

Course content
The Third Form EAL option covers every
aspect of English language, including
grammar, writing skills, reading skills
and intensive listening, as well as
discussion, debate and presentation.
These are all skills pupils need to
perform well in other subjects across
the curriculum.
English classes in the EAL sets try
to mirror as far as possible what
is taught in mainstream English
classes, including involvement in all
the activities and competitions run by
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the Library each year. In this way, if a
pupil’s English language progress is
particularly fast, he or she may be able
to move to the mainstream English
language set in the Fourth Form.
Most however will start preparing
for the Cambridge IGCSE in English
as a Second Language examination
which emphasises skills in reading
for content, writing accurately and
precisely, and extracting information
from listening tasks.

Facilities and staff
The EAL Department has three fulltime teachers who have experience
of teaching English to many different
nationalities. We are housed in a
converted house a few minutes’ walk
from the main school buildings along
with the Learning Support Department,
but are due to move across to join
the English and Modern Languages
Departments in the new facility on
Worcester Road from September 2019.
The classrooms allow for small group
teaching in a friendly and homely
environment.
We have recently updated all our
textbooks and have a good selection
of class reading texts to supplement
language lessons. Pupils regularly visit
the Percival Library to choose their
own books to read and they can choose
books from the main section or the
‘Quick Reads’ section, which contains
shorter novels specifically written for
EAL pupils.
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Alissa Goefron
Head of EAL

English and MFL facilities
English lessons are taught in bright, spacious, well-equipped rooms, all boasting state-of-the-art interactive boards, and
stunning views of the Close and the College. We benefit from a separate meeting room for lectures, seminars, and visiting
speakers, as well as extensive ICT facilities on site.
There is an MFL café on the ground floor where pupils can go at break times and it also serves as a good location for our
film nights and co-curricular events.
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Latin

Ancient Greek

Latin
Latin is a stimulating, valuable and
highly regarded subject. It opens
up the astonishing world of Roman
storytelling, thought and life, and it
offers unparalleled assistance towards
mastering modern languages (including
our own).

Latin is available in Option Blocks X and
Y, or in Option Block Z for those wanting
to study two modern foreign languages
in addition to Latin. Whatever a pupil’s
prior experience, we aim for everyone to
be at about the same level by mid-way
through the Third Form.

Perhaps most importantly, Latin trains
the mind, producing high-quality
pupils who can think logically, work
independently and express themselves
persuasively. Latin is also great fun to
learn and is valuable for a wide variety
of careers, including law, journalism
and accountancy, to name but a few.

Facilities and staff

Course content

The Classics Department occupies
spacious quarters on the ground floor of
the Tribe building. These are equipped
with the latest Smartboards and Wi-Fi,
and we have an extensive library of
books, photographs and DVDs.

Latin is popular in the Third Form,
both with those who have studied it
previously and those who wish to take it
up from scratch.
A two-pronged approach is followed in
our lessons. There is a rich language
content geared towards a lasting
knowledge and understanding of the
building blocks of Latin, and we also
study Roman life, especially in the
province of Britannia during the 1st and
2nd centuries AD.
The two strands frequently merge,
for example, with pupils reading and
discussing the original sources relating
to Claudius’ invasion, the Druids and
Boudicca’s rebellion, or even translating
gravestones and curse tablets from
Caerleon and Bath.

There are four teachers in the Classics
Department, all highly qualified and
possessing a range of individual
interests and skills. This means we can
teach all aspects of the subject with
specialist subject expertise.

Dr Thomas Patrick
Head of Classics

Additional features
To complement classroom learning
we organise our own seminars, attend
local lectures and run day-trips to
sites and museums. Every year, during
the October half-term, we organise a
very popular overseas trip to mainland
Greece, the Greek islands, Sicily or
mainland Italy.
Pupils are given a structured but
enjoyable introduction to classical
studies. Most go on to study Latin and/
or Classical Civilisation at GCSE.
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Ancient Greek
Some are drawn to Ancient Greek by the myths, philosophy or
ingenuity of the ancients, others by the conundrums and beauty
of the language. The study of Greek is reasonably challenging
but richly rewarding, and whilst pupils work at a high linguistic
level, they also have access to the delights of Ancient Greek
culture and society.

Facilities and staff

Ancient Greek complements the study of Latin very well, but
this should not put off those who wish to study only Greek.

Greek is taught in spacious quarters on the ground floor of the
Tribe building, which is equipped with the latest Smartboards
and Wi-Fi. The department has an extensive library of books,
photographs and DVDs.

Course content
In the Third Form, Greek is available in Option Block Z on
Tuesday afternoons for both beginners and for those with prior
experience. One G sector set also studies the language for two
periods per week instead of Design and Technology.
There is a focus on foundational grammar and vocabulary.
Lessons are lively and stimulating, particularly for the more
able, and pupils who take the subject in the Third Form can
study for the GCSE in the Fourth and Fifth Forms on a full
timetable of lessons.
GCSE results have been superb, with almost exclusively A*
grades since 2012. Beyond GCSE, there is the Ancient Greek
A Level, again available on a full complement of lessons. The
Classics Department has enjoyed notable Oxbridge success,
with six places for Classics at Oxford and Cambridge in the last
four years.
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There are four teachers in the Classics Department, all highly
qualified and contributing a range of individual interests and
skills. This means that all aspects of the course are taught with
specialist subject expertise.

Additional features
Classroom learning is complemented by seminars, attending
local lectures, and running day-trips to sites and museums.
Every year, during the October half-term, we organise a very
popular overseas trip to mainland Greece, the Greek islands,
Sicily or mainland Italy.
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Geography

History

Religious Studies

Geography
Geography is an important and relevant
subject to study. We live in a dynamic
and fast changing world and studying
Geography helps us to examine many
of the aspects that affect us on a daily
basis - from weather and climate
change through to international conflict
and the resulting migration streams.
Geography also teaches key skills
including data presentation and
analysis, evaluation of issues and
decision-making.

Course content
The Third Form Geography syllabus
introduces pupils to the AQA GCSE
course syllabus. We teach key
geographical skills and concepts,
with the course covering a range of
challenging and interesting case studies.
The main focus of the year is the
‘Living World’. This topic looks at both
the tropical rainforest and desert
biomes. Students will learn about
the characteristics of each biome,
the species that are found there, and
the opportunities and challenges
that these environments provide for
human activities. Third Form pupils
will also have the opportunity to carry
out fieldwork based on the course ,
with pupils visiting the school pond
to carry out a pond dip early on in the
Michaelmas Term.

Facilities and staff
We have four full-time specialist
Geography teachers based at the heart
of the College campus. The Geography
Department has recently been
extensively refurbished and extended to
four spacious classrooms, a dedicated
Geography ICT suite, a Geography
Resources and Reading Room, and a
central office.
All teaching areas have interactive
whiteboards and Wi-Fi, and we have
a wide range of specialist fieldwork
equipment, as well as a large collection
of Geography text books, journals and
magazines for pupils to read. There is
also a dedicated Geography section in
the Percival Library.

Sarah Rath
Head of Geography

Additional features
The Geography Department is heavily
involved in the Bristol Geographical
Association and we participate in the
WorldWise Quiz through them.
Students have the opportunity to take
part in this through the Activities
programme.
The department also runs a field trip
for the year group. In 2018, this was a
day trip to the Eden Project in Cornwall
to visit the biomes and take part in a
workshop on how species in the tropical
rainforest can adapt to climate change.
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History
Studying a period very different to our
own is inherently fascinating and it gives
us an opportunity to put the present-day
world into proper context.
As one of the humanities, History tries
to make sense of human actions and
achievements. In doing so, it helps
to create an awareness of different
values, societies and beliefs, as well
as valuable skills for later life, such as
analysis, research and making reasoned
arguments.

Course content
History is a compulsory, core subject at
Clifton College. The Third Form History
course follows on chronologically from
pupils’ previous studies and completes
the Key Stage 3 syllabus.
Teaching begins at the outbreak of
the First World War, takes a focused
look at the Russian Revolution and
then finishes with a pupil-led enquirybased project on the Holocaust or the
decisions behind dropping nuclear
weapons on Japan at the end of the
Second World War.
Through focusing on this period, pupils
acquire a context in which to frame the
modern world and are ideally placed
to begin a study of the impact of war
on the globe, which is the focus of the
beginning units of the IGCSE.
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Facilities and staff
The department has a team of five
teachers who, between them, have
a wealth of teaching experience at
all levels. We are aptly located in the
historic part of the College, on the
ground floor of the Percival building.
Our recently refurbished classrooms are
equipped with interactive whiteboards,
AirServer technology and wi-fi. Pupils
can use the school’s two ICT suites to
pursue the curriculum in creative ways,
such as producing presentations and
videos or through collaborative essay
projects.
The Percival Library offers a very wide
range of historical materials, with
the History section regularly updated.
Historians can also access JSTOR, an
enormous online archive of academic
articles and books.

Additional features
Third Form pupils can take part in
the annual trip to the First World War
Battlefields in the Ypres Salient and
the Somme. The trip has become a
core feature of the Clifton calendar and
offers Cliftonians a unique opportunity
to engage in the school’s, and therefore
the pupils’, own history as they track the
progress of Old Cliftonians and family
members across the battlefields.
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Anne John
Head of History

Religious Studies
Religious Studies will appeal to anyone
with an enquiring mind. We examine
the ultimate questions about life and
the world, as well as the various belief
systems and philosophies that shape
billions of lives.
It is an interdisciplinary subject that
helps pupils develop deeper insights
into humanity and their own existence,
as well as valuable, transferable skills
such as analysis, evaluation, critical
thinking and expressing complex ideas.

Course content
The AQA GCSE course covers a broad
range of topics that explore many
relevant and exciting areas. It is a top
tier academic discipline and is highly
regarded by the universities.
The Third Form course provides a
strong foundation for future GCSE exam
success at the end of the Fifth Form
year. We explore ethical, philosophical

and religious ideas associated with the
major world religions, paying particular
attention to Christianity and Judaism.
We encourage pupils to engage in
debate, conduct research and practise
their independent thinking and writing
skills.

Facilities and staff
The department has some very
experienced subject specialists and
is based in a recently refurbished
suite of classrooms that has excellent
resources. We have our own library
of academic literature and further
collections of articles and periodicals in
the school’s main Percival Library.

Julia Greenbury
Head of Religious Studies and
Philosophy

Additional features
The departmental staff maintain close
contact with Trinity College, Bristol,
which provides us with access to its
considerable collection.
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Information and Communication Technology

Information and Communication
Technology (ICT)
Information and Communication
Technology is becoming ever more
influential and important in the way
we live our lives. It is quite sobering to
think that nobody had even heard of
Google, one of the world’s most valuable
companies, 20 years ago.
Being a competent ICT user is vital
in today’s world and for talented
technologists there are exciting career
opportunities available internationally.

Course content
In the Third Form, ICT pupils develop
the research, presentation and data
handling skills they will need for their
GCSE studies and beyond. We look
in detail at using the Internet safely
and responsibly, and cover basic
programming concepts as preparation
for studying Computer Science as an
option at GCSE.
Term 1 focuses on gathering, analysing
and presenting data in a variety of
tabular and graphic ways, using
spreadsheets and databases.
Term 2 focuses on using the Internet
effectively and responsibly. This includes
understanding how the Internet and

search works, developing a critical
awareness of privacy issues, and
evaluating the quality of information
found on the Internet.
Term 3 introduces pupils to computer
programming. This includes basic
operations and programming constructs
such as: IF statements, condition
controlled iteration, count controlled
iteration, subroutines, procedures and
functions, arrays and lists. Pupils use
these to develop algorithms to solve
problems.

Facilities and staff
The course is taught by two subject
specialists, in dedicated computer
rooms. The College has extensive,
modern ICT facilities throughout the
campus, including a super-fast Wi-Fi
network.

Dr Darron Dean
Head of Academic ICT

Additional features
Throughout each term, Third Year ICT
work is linked to pupils’ projects in all
their subject areas, so that they can
practise their skills and apply them in a
variety of contexts.
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Physical Education

Physical Education
Pupils at Clifton College enjoy fantastic
sports facilities and coaching. Pupils
can try out many sports and develop
their skills to their full potential.
Alongside the obvious health and
fitness benefits, our Physical Education
programme encourages pupils to
develop qualities such as team spirit,
leadership, perseverance and coping
with both success and setbacks.
We hope every pupil will embrace
the value of physical activity. It is our
aspiration that pupils will pursue a
lifelong interest in health, exercise and
sport.

Course content
The activities covered in PE lessons are
carefully designed to cater for mixed
ability, co-educational classes, with the
emphasis on encouraging every child
to fulfil his or her own full potential.
PE lessons are exclusively taught by
specialist, fully qualified staff, in a
supportive setting that recognises that
young people achieve their goals at
different rates and with varying degrees
of competence and success.

Facilities and staff
The department has six full-time and
two part-time teachers. They have vast
experience and come from a variety of
sports. Included in the coaching staff
are ex-professional players and past
and present internationals.
On-site facilities include a 25m indoor
swimming pool, fully equipped fitness
suite, sports hall and gymnasium.

Additional features
There are endless opportunities
for pupils to participate in sport
and exercise through our extensive
games programmes. In addition, the
pupils have access to the facilities
throughout their time at school.
Recent OCs include, Lily Owsley, a
gold medal winner in Womens Hockey
at the Rio Olympics, Carwyn Penny,
who has played Wales U20s Rugby
Union and Prem Sisodiya who played
for England in the Cricket U19 World
Cup. There are also a large number
of current students who are already
playing prominent parts in national
representative sides.

John Bobby
Head of Physical Education
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Music

Drama

Music
(Available in Block Z)
Everyone is interested in listening to
music and lots of pupils sing or play an
instrument so why not learn more about
how it really works?

There are also 32 visiting music
teachers who specialise in a wide
variety of instruments; everything from
bagpipes to jazz piano.

Music is in fact one of the oldest
academic disciplines to be studied
at university level and it teaches both
analytical and creative skills in a fun way.

Please see Block Z (page 61) for details
of the course content.

The department owns many
instruments, including 15 Yamaha
upright pianos, two grand pianos, a
harpsichord, an electric organ in the
recital hall and, of course, the stunning
Harrison and Harrison organ in the
Chapel. We also have a variety of guitars
and keyboards, and various orchestral
instruments.

Facilities and staff

Additional features

We are based in the stunning Joseph
Cooper Music School, which has 16
practice rooms, a recital hall and a four
room recording suite.

The possibilities are endless, both
during and outside of lessons. Whatever
kind of music you are interested in
creating, you will find like-minded
people to create it with you.

Course content

The Director of Music, Dan Robson,
works with two academic music
teachers and a teacher of music
technology, who runs the recording
studio and is the sound engineer.

Dan Robson
Director of Music
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Drama
Drama and Theatre Studies is a highly
rewarding and enjoyable subject that
helps pupils develop many valuable,
lifelong skills. These include selfconfidence, team-work and leadership,
self-discipline and the ability to
communicate ideas in a crowded room.
Pupils also learn how to engage with
a range of different subjects including
History, English and Art, as we explore,
interpret and prepare a variety of
performance pieces in different formats.

Course content
Third Form pupils have one Introduction
to Drama lesson per week and can take
a more specialised hour-long Drama
lesson once a week in Option Block Z.
All pupils are encouraged to take
up LAMDA as an activity from the
Third Form as this gives them extra

53

qualifications as they develop their skills
and move into the more challenging
exam work. They may choose Acting,
Speaking in Public, Musical Theatre or
Reading for Performance and over their
five years in Upper School, they can
achieve Grade 8 or even the higher level
of PCert LAM.

Facilities and staff
The department is led by Head of
Drama, Rhian Orzel, and we have
two other full-time drama teachers,
one who also teaches dance. The
department has use of the College’s
own 300-seat proscenium-arched
theatre and purpose-built dance studio.

Additional features
We work closely with the Bristol Old Vic
Theatre, the Bath Theatre Royal, RADA
and Shakespeare’s Globe in London.
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Rhian Orzel
Head of Drama
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Art

Design and Technology

Art
The term ‘artist’ was at one time
applied to anyone working in the fine
arts of painting, drawing and sculpture,
within the context of ‘high culture’. Now
the visual arts include design, crafts,
photography, film and architecture, all
of which are thriving creative industries
in the UK and around the world.
Artists do inspiring things including
creating places for some human
purpose, creating extraordinary versions
of ordinary things, recording and
commemorating, giving tangible form
to feelings and the imagination, and
refreshing our vision and helping us to
see the world in new ways.

Course content
In the Third Form, pupils take one Art
lesson per week, during which they will
gain vital general knowledge of art.
We teach pupils a little about Stone Age
Art, Classical Greek and Roman Art,
Medieval Art, the Renaissance, the Old
Masters, Great Female Artists, Great
Sculptors, Great British Artists, the
Impressionists, the Post-Impressionists,
Early 20th Century Artists, Late 20th
Century and Contemporary Art. We
also cover Non-European Art including
Aboriginal Art, African Art, Native
American Art, Chinese Art, Islamic
Art, Japanese Art and Egyptian Art
throughout the year.
During the Michaelmas Term pupils
learn figure drawing using comparative
measuring, one-point perspective and
still life drawing from direct observation.
In the Lent Term, pupils consolidate

their knowledge of basic colour theory
including complementary colour, warm
and cold colour, harmonious colour,
expressional colour and how it can be
applied to art and design. They also look
at colour in nature.
Finally, in the Summer Term, we
encourage pupils to produce work that
balances imagination with observation.

Facilities and staff
There are two experienced members of
staff who teach Art to the Third Form.
Our Head of Art specialises in painting,
drawing and printmaking, and is
supported by a sculptor and ceramicist.

Allan Wilkie
Head of Art

Additional features
Pupils can also experience 3D art
materials and techniques, such as
clay modelling and sculpting. The Art
Department’s sculpture specialist, Mrs
Randall, will cover various hand-built
techniques such as slab-building and
sculpting, as well as applying the formal
elements of form, texture and colour.
Pupils view and analyse the work of
various sculptors and artists to inspire
and develop their work.
There are opportunities for pupils to
attend extra-curricular activities in
painting, ceramics and fabric painting
if they would like to develop their skills
further.
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Design and Technology
Designers are the makers of the built
environment. They change lives and
shape the world around us, for example
through industrial design, product
design and architecture. Design and
Technology starts with the wants and
needs of people and it both influences
and is influenced by culture, economy,
geography and history.
Studying Design and Technology not only
nurtures observational, analytical and
communication skills, but also develops
an awareness of design trends through
history and how things may develop in
the future. It offers the gateway to many
challenging, fulfilling and influential
careers.

Course content
In the Third Form pupils are introduced
to the world of Design and Technology.
Pupils will rotate into three specialist
areas, a new area each term. The three
areas are;

Workshop - Pupils will be taught and
trained to work on and with a wide
range of machines and tools. They will
predominantly be working in timber but
we will also introduce them to pewter
casting and brass acid etching. Pupils
will design and manufacture a final
product to a very good standard.
Graphics - Pupils will be taught and will
develop a very detailed range of graphic
skills including isometric drawing, one
and two point perspective, the process
of thick and thin lines and also how
to render their images to a very high
standard. We will also introduce the
pupils to Adobe Photoshop to enable
them to take their work to the next
level.
CAD/CAM - Pupils will be introduced
to the world of Computer Aided Design
and Computer Aided Manufacture.
They will be taught to work in two
software packages, Techsoft 2D Design
and Solidworks. Pupils will design
their product on the computer and
then use a range of CAM processes to
manufacture it.

Victoria Jackson
Head of Design Technology

Facilities and staff
Clifton’s reputation for excellence
in the Design and Technology
Department is ever increasing and we
are staffed with highly experienced
staff who are trained in a variety of
mediums and practice as designers
and makers. We also have two
part-time technicians who man the
workshop in a full-time capacity. There
is always two members of staff in a
practical environment.
Clifton has a well-equipped Design and
Technology Department that includes
design studios with two computer
rooms with Adobe, Graphics and CAD
programs, scanners, digital cameras
and light boxes. In the plastics
workshop, we have a laser cutter,
vacuum formers and the equipment for
the manipulation of plastics. We also
possess manufacturing equipment,
and a large workshop fitted out for
wood and metal work, including a new
foundry for casting aluminium.
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Learning
Support
lessons
Learning Support is offered as a
timetabled subject for Third Form pupils
who require extra curriculum support.
These lessons normally replace an
additional foreign language option.
There is also the opportunity for private
study and individual, one-to-one support
lessons.

Course content
There are three timetabled group
Learning Support lessons a week.

General
provision
The College is able to make provision
for pupils who have specific learning
difficulties or who have a need for
specialist or additional help in some
areas of their learning.

Identification of needs
Many pupils requiring learning
support will have been identified
before joining the school and may
already be receiving support. Parents
of such pupils are asked to contact
the Head of Learning Support before
their son or daughter joins the school.
It is essential that we are provided
with any existing documentation,
such as Educational Psychologist
reports. Documents held by our
own Preparatory School will be
transferred as part of the normal
liaison procedures to ensure a smooth
transfer and continuity of support
teaching.

These structured classes focus on
study skills, English and Mathematics
support. All lessons are tailored to an
individual pupil’s needs.

One-to-one support
Clifton provides specialist teachers for
individual learning support. Pupils may
receive one-to-one lessons at an extra
cost.
Those wishing to make external
arrangements for one-to-one support
are welcome to do so. There are Dyslexia
Centres in Bristol and Bath. However, we
do ask parents to keep us informed of
any support their children are receiving,
so that our teachers can liaise with
the provider and submit evidence of
continuing support to the examination
boards.

Clifton has its own in-house screening
procedures and all new pupils are
assessed for literacy difficulties
when they enter the school. Where
further assessment is required, the
Head of Department will contact
the pupil’s parents to suggest an
Access Arrangements or Educational
Psychologist report.
These assessments are necessary to
secure extra time in examinations or
other consideration from examination
boards. Pupils must demonstrate that
they have received continued support
from the school and that there is
teacher evidence of need. Examination
boards have become more stringent in
this respect and there is no guarantee
that previous exam accommodations
will continue without the correct
documentation.

Daisy King
Head of Learning Support

Where a pupil has a medical condition
requiring special exam arrangements,
a consultant’s letter must be provided.

Facilities and staff
The Learning Support team has nine
members: the Head of Department/
SENCo, an educational psychologist,
an administrator, one full-time
teacher and five part-time one-to-one
teachers.
The department is housed, with the
EAL team, in two converted and
recently refurbished cottages that
provide a light, pleasant, welcoming
place to learn. There is a classroom
with an interactive whiteboard and
several smaller rooms, all equipped
with computers, for private study and
one-to-one lessons.

The Head of Learning Support and the
College’s educational psychologist will
conduct these in-house assessments.
This will be charged at a competitive
fee. It is a stipulation of the
examination boards that assessments
are carried out by a qualified assessor
who is approved by the College.
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Option Block Z
A range of different options is available in Option Block Z, which
consists of an hour-long Tuesday afternoon lesson, taking
place prior to Terriers.
For more information about the facilities and staff involved
in teaching the subjects below please see the corresponding
subject page.

Latin and Ancient Greek
Latin and Ancient Greek are available as options on Tuesday
afternoon to allow pupils to study two Modern Languages and
a classical language. Classical Civilisation is also available for
those who wish to learn about the Greeks and Romans without
having to tackle the original languages.

Art
This option offers pupils the opportunity to experience the
following three different specialisms on a termly rota.

Etching
This involves drawing onto a metal plate that has been coated
with wax, immersing the plate in acid and taking prints. Pupils
will look at the work of some of the world’s great etchers
including Rembrandt, Goya, Picasso and Morandi.

Fine Art Textiles
Pupils will get the opportunity to do some silk painting
and batik work, looking at the work of Roger Fry and the
Bloomsbury Group, as well as the Arts and Crafts Movement.

Ceramics
Pupils will be shown the coil pot technique, allowing them to
build a variety of different shaped pots of their own design.
Pupils will experiment with various decorative techniques,
including impressing patterns, adding relief and using colour
with a choice of glazes.

Computing
This option will provide pupils with an understanding of how
computers really work. The course looks ‘under the bonnet’
of computer systems in order to understand the hardware
involved, introduce computational logic, and undertake a range
of challenges to introduce the fundamentals of programming.

Dance
This is a wonderful opportunity for pupils to develop their
dance skills in a variety of genres as well as being taught how
to create their own dances which will be performed during the
school year. The Tuesday afternoon lesson will also provide
pupils with a useful insight into the GCSE Dance course. A pupil
does not have to have danced before, but they do have to have
an interest in the subject.
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Design and Technology
Tuesday afternoon Design and Technology lessons are for
those pupils wishing to pursue Design and Technology at GCSE.
This is an enriched programme that studies a range of skills
across the subject including workshop skills, design skills
and graphics based skills. Pupils will participate in a range
of workshop and classroom based activities that will support
them as they design, generate models and produce physical
outcomes. This programme supports and complements the
Design and Technology curriculum at Clifton College. Industry
professionals will also conduct workshops that will lead on to
projects producing models and physical outcomes.

Drama
Pupils will be taught a variety of skills to put into practice in
performance work and have the opportunity of either taking a
LAMDA exam (in acting, speaking in public, or verse and prose)
or putting a performance together to showcase at the end of
the term.

Music and Music Technology
Music is something we all enjoy listening to, so why not learn
more about how it works? At Clifton, the Music Department
embraces everything from the most traditional classical style
performance to modern electro genres. Lessons involve a wide
variety of different activities and would suit anyone who plays an
instrument or sings or who just enjoys listening to and thinking
about music, and it will provide a helpful introduction to GCSE
Music. Most activities are practical and last for up to half a term
each, for example:

Samba Drumming

Jazz and Blues

Learning to perform a basic Samba, responding to signals and
improvising.

An introduction to GCSE through Miles Davis’ classic track ‘All
Blues’, learning about the history of Jazz and learning to comp
chords and improvise.

Music Technology
Using Cubase software to create and manipulate sounds in a
dance remix project and recording in the studio.

Film Music
Using Garage Band to create sound effects and a backing track
to a short film clip.

Junior Play Ensemble
Composing and then performing incidental music and songs
for the Junior Production in the Summer Term.
These activities are great fun but also tackle the key GCSE
areas of Performance, Composition, and Listening and
Appraising in different genres and situations.
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Subject choices
The following subjects are planned to
be offered in the Third Form at Clifton
College in September.
Please follow the instructions on the
form provided to make your choices. If
you do not have a form, please email
admissions@cliftoncollege.com to
request one.

Ancient Greek

39

German

32

Art

56

History

43

Biology

24

ICT

45

Chemistry

25

Latin

38

Chinese (Mandarin)

34

Learning Support

59

Design and Technology

57

Mathematics

27

Drama

53

Physical Education

47

English as an Additional
Language

35

Physics

25

English

30

Religious Studies

44

French

31

Spanish

33

Geography

42

Option Block Z
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